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Could a Few Minutes of Work Get Your Portable Air Conditioner Working Again?Every summer,
tens of thousands of people realize that their portable air conditioner isn’t working. Most people
have no idea that there are steps they can take to fix their portable air conditioner in a matter of
minutes.You Can Increase Your Odds of Fixing Your Portable Air Conditioner by Simply
Diagnosing the Problem…the Right Way. We created this guidebook - The Complete Guide to
Portable Air Conditioner Repair - to help you do just that. It gives you a comprehensive, step-by-
step plan you can use for practically any small portable air conditioner to increase your chances
of fixing it quickly and cheaply.Also, you receive checklists you can take to your local home
improvement store if you want to look at new portable AC units. These checklists will help you
determine exactly what you need in a portable air conditioner.So Why Doesn't Everyone Do
This?Like I said, most people don't realize that there are a few key actions that can significantly
increase their odds of fixing their portable air conditioner…even if the have an older unit that is
no longer manufactured, like the Everstar portable air conditioner unit.Fixing a small portable air
conditioner doesn't have to be intimidating, it doesn't have to be frightening, and it doesn't mean
that you must break down and pay an HVAC tech to come in an do it.By following these
strategies, you'll be able to confidently assess what is wrong with your free standing air
conditioner and - in a quick and easy way - determine exactly what steps you need to take to fix
it.Everything You NeedWe realize every small portable air conditioner is different. Perhaps one
comes with adjustable louvers and auto-evaporative technology. Maybe a different portable air
conditioner is no longer manufactured and doesn’t provide spare parts. Maybe you picked up a
cheap portable air conditioner second hand, and you don’t even have the manual that it came
with.That's why we packed The Complete Guide to Portable Air Conditioner Repair with proven
strategies and tricks for every possible problem with portable AC units. It gives you everything
you need to boost your odds of fixing your small portable air conditioner quickly.But that's not all.
You see, every portable air conditioner is different, too. You've got….High-end models like the
Delonghi portable air conditioner that come with a host of bells of whistles which can break
down.Budget models like the Amcor air conditioner that require you to regularly drain the water
reservoir.Multi-functional units like the Soleus air conditioner that come with a built-in heater
unit.And all of these brands can have different issues.The Complete Guide to Portable Air
Conditioner Repair shows you how to figure out these issues, no matter what kind of small
portable air conditioner you have. Once you understand what they are, you'll be able to tailor
your repair strategy accordingly.The Ultimate "How To" Guide for Fixing Portable AC UnitsThis
kind of information is priceless for anyone who wants to try to fix their small portable air
conditioner, no matter what your situation.About the Author Ben and Nick are the Air Conditioner
Guys. They write The Air Conditioner Blog, which provides maintenance tips and buying guides
for all of the top-selling portable air conditioners.Scroll up, click the buy button & get started
today!
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OneGetting Started and Staying OrganizedAs you begin the laborious task of having your home
designed and built or remodeled, it is imperative that you take time to get organized. Getting
organized at the outset of the design process will save time and money while reducing stress
and headaches.At the end of this chapter, you'll find basic forms to keep you organized: contact
information forms for team members, real estate people, and utilities; a To Do List; a Comments
form; a Product Sample Manifest; a Product Sample Fact Sheet; and meeting notes forms.
These forms will help you keep critical information at your fingertips, and allow you to stay on top
of the communication that takes place at meetings with your team. In the following pages, I'll
explain when you use these forms and where to store them.WHAT YOU WILL NEED TO GET
STARTEDI recommend using a simple system of tote bags, binders, and wheeled luggage to
keep everything you need at hand. The tote bags are lightweight and the contents can be easily
identified; the bags serve as a portable file cabinet. The binders are easy to use, easy to update,
flexible in size, and serve as portable file folders. The wheeled luggage is an easy way to
organize samples and carry them around.TOTE BAGSUse three to five tote bags, depending on
the size of the bag. These can be inexpensive tote bags made of a soft material, the type often
given away at conventions or events.THREE-RING BINDERSYou'll want 12 three-ring binders in
these sizes: 4 one-inch, 7 two-inch, and 1 three-inch. If you will not be doing due diligence (this
is explained in Chapter 3) and not dealing with a Homeowner Association, you will need two
fewer of the one-inch binders. Choose binders with plastic sleeves on the front cover so you can
slide in a piece of paper identifying the binder contents. You will also want to be able to slide the
binder title in the spine of the binder. A plastic pouch inside the front and back cover of the
binder is a convenient place to store pages temporarily that need to be inserted into the



binder.Additionally, purchase a box of heavy-duty plastic sleeves, a pack of plastic sleeves that
hold business cards, and a plastic zippered pouch to hold receipts, all three-hole
punched.WHEELED LUGGAGE AND ZIPPERED PLASTIC BAGSUse a piece of wheeled
luggage with a pull-up handle to hold samples such as stone, tile, brick, carpet, hardware, and
paint colors. Zippered plastic bags are a convenient place to keep samples in the wheeled
luggage.The benefit of the tote bag/binder system is that it easily keeps everything you need at
your fingertips. All you have to do is grab the tote bag pertinent to the meeting you're going to or
the job you're doing. You can easily have them all in the car with you at any time. As you collect
information, you can slip it into the tote bag holding the pertinent binder and file it when you get
home.Or you may choose a different approach to carrying and storing the multiple items needed
to keep organized. Whatever your approach, get organized!HOW TO USE YOUR TOTE
BAGSDesignate one tote bag for supplies. You'll need* Blue painter tape* Calculator* Correction
tape or fluid* Paper clips* Pens, pencils, highlighters, and erasers* Plastic sleeves* Post-it
notes* Retractable fifty-foot tape measure, cloth tape measure, and ruler* Rubber bands*
Scissors* Scotch tape* Stapler and staples* Three-hole punch* Tracing paper and note-taking
paperThe other tote bags will hold the three-ring binders. In the following pages you'll find
recommendations for the contents of each binder. You can decide which binders you want
grouped together in the same tote bag. The size of the binder and the size of the tote bag will
determine how many binders will fit.To identify easily which tote bag holds which binders, you
can tie a different colored ribbon to the tote bag handles, use a luggage tag, use different
colored tote bags, or come up with some other identifying mark.HOW TO ORGANIZE YOUR
BINDERSCreate cover pages and spine strips for each of the 12 binder names. Decide which
binders you want in which tote bag. If identifying and coordinating with color is important to you,
you can print the cover page for your binder on colored paper to match the color of the ribbon
tied on the tote bag or the color of the tote bag.The 12 binders areBinder 1: Blank Forms (three-
inch binder) Binder 2: Hiring Your Team (one-inch binder) Binder 3: Due Diligence (one-inch
binder) Binder 4: Design (two-inch binder) Binder 5: Team Meetings and Communications (two-
inch binder) Binder 6: Existing Content/Wish List Photos and Tear Sheets (two-inch binder)
Binder 7: Homeowner Association (HOA) and Municipality (one-inch binder) Binder 8: Financial,
Legal, and Insurance Information (two-inch binder) Binder 9: Shopping Forms and Checklists
(one-inch binder) Binder 10: Product Brochures and Specification Sheets (two-inch binder)
Binder 11: Final Selections (two-inch binder) Binder 12: Builder Discussions (two-inch
binder)BINDER 1: BLANK FORMSThis binder should include blank copies of all the forms in this
book related to your home. Any form that does not represent an area you will be using in your
home should not be copied. This book covers 32 rooms; if your home will only have 12 of the
rooms, then copy only forms for those 12 rooms. (See Appendix 1, page 348, for a complete list
of forms and where you will find them in this book.)Photocopy each form and put those blank
copies in Binder 1. You will need to make multiple copies of some of the forms; these are
indicated by an asterisk throughout this chapter and in the list in Appendix 1. You will need a



copy of the Bathroom Checklist and Bathroom Storage Item Checklist for each bathroom, the
Bedroom Checklist and the Bedroom Closet Checklist for each bedroom and bedroom closet,
and the Individual Room and Closet form for every room and closet you will have in your home.
Depending on how many architects, interior designers, and builders you will be interviewing, you
will need multiple forms for the questionnaire.Suggested titles for the tabs in this binder:Architect
Site Visit/Change Order Form Architectural Plan Review Forms Builder Discussion Forms
Comment Forms Contact Information Design Due Diligence Forms Entire-Home Selection
Forms Hiring My Team Forms Meeting Notes Forms Miscellaneous Storage Checklists Noise
Checklist Form Product Sample Forms Room Checklist Forms Shopping Forms To Do ListLater,
once you begin completing these forms, you will transfer them to different binders, as explained
in the following pages.BINDER 2: HIRING YOUR TEAMThis binder will contain information
related to hiring your architect, interior design, builder, and consultant team. This binder will
containArchitect Comparison Chart Architect Questionnaire Builder Comparison Chart Builder
Questionnaire Interior Designer Comparison ChartIt will also include* Lists of architects, interior
designers, and builders you are considering* Correspondence with potential architects, interior
designers, and builders* Lists of interview questions for architects, interior designers, and
builders, along with your notes on their answers. (Create your own list of questions using the
suggestions on pages 28, 31, and 34 as a guide.)* Answers to the questions you asked when
taking the potential architects and/or builders to the site. (Create your own list of questions using
the suggestions on pages 28 and 34 as a guide.).* Contract points to discuss with your attorney.
(Create your own list of points, using the suggestions on pages 29, 32, and 35 as a
guide.)Suggested tabs for this binder:Architects Builders Consultants Interior Designers
OtherBINDER 3: DUE DILIGENCEThis binder will contain information related to due diligence
you are performing on a piece of property you want to purchase. You'll file these filled-out forms
in Binder 3:Due Diligence Information Fact Sheet Homeowner Association Information Fact
Sheet Municipality Information Fact Sheet Real Estate Contact InformationThis folder will also
include* All printed marketing brochures and sheets on the property and any information
received from the companies involved* Contracts* Due diligence questions and answers (create
your own list of questions using suggestions in Chapter 3).* Notes taken when viewing property
with realtors and potential architects and builders.Suggested tabs:Appraisal Information
Attorney Communications Banker or Mortgage Company Contact Information Contracts Due
Diligence Information Fact Sheet Due Diligence Questions and Answers Home Inspector
Information Homeowner Association (HOA) Information Fact Sheet Municipal Codes, Zoning,
and Building Information Fact Sheet Property Flyers or Fact Sheets Title CompanyBINDER 4:
DESIGNThe information contained in this binder will communicate to your entire team your
vision of your dream home and any building restrictions imposed by the Homeowner Association
(HOA) or municipality. Add a plastic sleeve to hold business cards. These should be followed by
all design-related forms.Forms and checklists that will go into Binder 4, once you have filled
them out:Apartment Area Checklist Architect Contact Information Attic Checklist Bar Checklist



Basement Checklist Basic Bedroom Fact Sheet Basic Design Fact Sheet Bathroom Applications
for Stone/Tile Checklist Bathroom Checklist Bathroom Storage Item Checklist Bedroom
Checklist Bedroom Closet Checklist Breakfast Room Checklist Butler's Pantry Checklist
Ceilings, Doors, Floors, Lighting, Walls, and Windows Checklist Closets in Your Home Checklist
Common Household Item Storage Checklist Control Room Checklist Dining Room Checklist
Driveway Checklist Electrical Checklist Electrical Plan Review Checklist Elevation Plan Review
Checklist Entry Foyer Checklist Exercise Room Checklist Existing Contents of the Home
Checklist Exterior and Interior Christmas Lights and Decorations Checklist Exterior Applications
for Stone/Tile Checklist Exterior Elements for Your Home Checklist Exterior Front Entry
Checklist Family Room Checklist Floor Plan Review Checklist Garage Checklist Garage Item
Storage Checklist Garage Vehicle Checklist HVAC Checklist HVAC Plan Review Checklist
Individual Room and Closet Fact Sheet Interior Applications for Stone/Tile (Excluding
Bathrooms) Checklist Interior Designer Contact Information Kitchen Appliance Checklist Kitchen
Cabinet Layout Checklist Kitchen Checklist Kitchen Island Checklist Kitchen Item Storage
Checklist Kitchen Pantry Checklist Kitchen Plumbing Checklist Laundry Room Checklist Library
Checklist Living Room/Great Room Checklist Mechanical Room Checklist Media Room
Checklist Miscellaneous Information Checklist Morning Kitchen/Counter Checklist Mudroom
Checklist Nursery Checklist Occupants of the Home Checklist Office Checklist Playroom/Game
Room Checklist Plumbing Checklist Plumbing Plan Review Checklist Pool House Checklist
Porch, Patio, Deck, and Balcony Checklist Powder Room/Half Bath Checklist Rooms in Your
Home Checklist Safe Room Checklist Specialty Room Checklist Stone/Tile Cuts Checklist
Things That Make Noise Checklist Wine Room ChecklistSuggested tabs: Architectural Plan
Review Checklists Basic Design Information Checklists Bathrooms Information Ceilings, Doors,
Floors, Lighting, Walls, and Windows Checklist Christmas Lights and Decorations Checklist
Closet Checklists Contact Information Contents Checklist Electrical, HVAC, and Plumbing
Exterior Information Garage Information HOA and Municipal Design Information Kitchen
Information Noise Checklist Room Information Rooms in Your Home Checklist Stone/Tile
Checklists Storage ChecklistBINDER 5: TEAM MEETINGS AND COMMUNICATIONSThis
binder will contain all communications with your team:* Discussion points for the next meeting
with your team* Timetables provided by members of your teamIt will also include these filled-out
forms:Architect Meeting Notes Builder Meeting Notes Consultant Meeting Notes Interior
Designer Meeting Notes Landscape Architect Meeting Notes Subcontractor Meeting
NotesSuggested tabs:Architect Communications Architect Timetable Blank Architect Site Visits
Blank Change Orders Builder Communications Builder Timetable Consultant Communications
Consultant Timetable Interior Designer Communications Interior Designer TimetableBINDER 6:
EXISTING CONTENT/WISH LIST PHOTOS AND TEAR SHEETSOnce you have filled out the
Existing Contents of the Home Checklist (page 75), file it in Binder 6. Using plastic sleeves,
organize photos and tear sheets into categories and place them in this binder. One group of
photos represents items you currently own that will be used in your home. These photos should



include the dimensions of the item and the name of the room where you want the item placed.
The other group of photos and tear sheets represents your wish list. Write on each photo, tear
sheet, or the plastic sleeve you have placed it in what appeals to you about this photo or tear
sheet.Suggested tabs: Existing Content Photos Wish List Items Photos Wish List Tear
SheetsBINDER 7: HOMEOWNER ASSOCIATION (HOA) AND MUNICIPALITYThis binder
includes the following information you have collected:* HOA architectural approval process*
HOA bylaws* HOA covenants* HOA general information* Municipal codes* Municipal general
information* Municipal permits* Municipal zoning lawsSuggested tabs:HOA Architectural
Approval Process HOA Building HOA Bylaws HOA Covenants HOA General Information HOA
Permit Application Municipal Building Permit Application Municipal Code and Zoning Information
Municipal General InformationBINDER 8: FINANCIAL, LEGAL, AND INSURANCE
INFORMATIONThis binder includesArchitect Site Visit Form Change Order FormIt also
includes* Contracts* HOA approvals* HOA permits* Insurance information* Invoices*
Municipality approvals* Municipality permits* Paid and unpaid invoices* Paid receipts* Permits*
Plastic zippered pouch for receipts* ProposalsSuggested tabs:Architect Site Visits Change
Orders, Invoices HOA Approvals HOA Permits Insurance Information Municipality Approvals
Municipality Permits Paid Invoices Paid Receipts Proposals and Contracts Unpaid
InvoicesBINDER 9: SHOPPING FORMS AND CHECKLISTSThis binder holds copies of all the
shopping forms used when shopping for items for your home, as well as checklists to refer to
when shopping. They areAppliance Shopping Form Bathroom Applications for Stone/Tile
Checklist Bathroom Hardware Shopping Form Bedroom Closet Hardware Checklist Bedroom
Closet Hardware Shopping Form Ceiling Fan Shopping Form Door Hardware Checklist Door
Hardware Shopping Form Electrical Item Shopping Form Exterior and Architectural Hardware
Checklist Exterior Applications for Stone/Tile Checklist Exterior Hardware Shopping Form Gas
Log Fireplace Shopping Form Individual Bathroom Hardware Checklist Interior Applications for
Stone/Tile (Excluding Bathrooms) Checklist Kitchen Hardware Checklist Kitchen Hardware
Shopping Form Laundry Room Hardware Checklist Laundry Room Hardware Shopping Form
Miscellaneous Rooms with Cabinet Hardware Checklist Miscellaneous Rooms with Cabinet
Hardware Shopping Form Stone/Tile Cuts Checklist(Continues...)Excerpted from Designing
Your Dream Homeby SUSAN LANG Copyright © 2008 by Susan Lang. Excerpted by
permission.All rights reserved. No part of this excerpt may be reproduced or reprinted without
permission in writing from the publisher.Excerpts are provided by Dial-A-Book Inc. solely for the
personal use of visitors to this web site.--This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.
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Part 1: Guide for Fixing Your Portable Air ConditionerWhen a portable air conditioner is not doing
what it is supposed to do, you may be tempted to call a professional, but why pay a lot of money
for something you just might be able to fix yourself? Explore this guide on finding and fixing
problems with your portable air conditioner and just see if you can do the repairs without dishing
out cash you need.First, we outline and describe the typical issues associated with portable
conditioners so you can get some idea of what is wrong. Then we tell you how to identify and fix
the problem. For your safety, those problems that are not included in our list and anything that
has to do with the wiring should be left to professionals.Problem #1: The Portable Air
Conditioner Will Not Turn OnFirst, make sure there isn't too much water in the reservoir. Air
conditioners take water out of the air and will not run properly or even begin to work when the
reservoir is not emptied out on a consistent basis. When water gets too high, the float switch
stops the power and the only way to fix that is to empty the reservoir and continue to check it
regularly.If the reservoir is not the problem, it could be that the machine is not plugged in or it is
loose. The integrated circuit interrupter may be interrupting the power. If the interrupter has been
tripped, reset it by giving the reset button a push. If this will not stay reset, the issue could be
wiring and you need to call an expert for that. Examine the cord for any damage as well.The
problem may not be in your portable unit at all. Check out your breaker to see if the AC unit is
receiving power. Those conditioners that are on an AC-exclusive circuit need professional
attention because if the breaker has been tripped or you have a blown fuse, it is likely a wiring
issue.Problem #2: The Portable Air Conditioner Will Not Cool the AreaThe air filters may need to
be cleaned. You can clean the filter by taking it out of the frame and tapping it to shake out dirt
and dust it has collected. If your portable AC has a carbon filter, clean that in the same way.
Rinse filters with water and a gentle soap and then leave them to dry before reinstalling them.
This should be done every couple of weeks.Sometimes the problem is much more mundane. Is
there an object against the air intake vents or is their furniture or other things sitting too close?
Make sure the vents have enough space. You can clean vents with a vacuum cleaner hose.Ice
can build up on the AC coils. If this is the problem, check out the section on Ice Buildup further
down.Problem #3: The Portable Air Conditioner Keeps RunningIs your air conditioner the right
size for the room it is in? When and AC is too small for the area, it cannot cool it properly, but it
will continue to try to do so. Look at the BTU rating. The British Thermal Unit rating will tell you if



you if the unit has enough capacity. The higher the rating, the stronger the conditioner will be.
Multiply the square footage of the area you are trying to cool by 35 and you will have an idea of
how high the BTU should be. To make it even easier, refer to our BTU chart. Take other
conditions into account. If the room is filled with sunlight or there are areas that are particularly
shady, the requirements can change. The number of people in the area can also make a
difference.Keep the area contained. When doors and windows are open, more heat comes in. A
portable air conditioner needs to be in a contained area so it can circulate the way it supposed to
do.Problem #4: The Portable Air Conditioner Is Not Blowing AirThe problem is probably with the
fan motor and, if this is the problem, call a professional for help.Problem #5: The Portable Air
Conditioner LeaksThis can be caused by a full and overflowing reservoir. If humidity is high, it
collects water at a faster rate. Your schedule for draining should be based on the environment
and how often the AC unit runs.Drain hoses may be used in the majority of air conditioners. If
this gets clogged, the water does not drain as it should and this could be the cause of the leak.
Make sure the drain hose is clean and installed correctly.Problem #6: There Is Ice Building Up in
the Portable Air ConditionerTurn off your unit and turn up the fan. This dries it out on the inside
and removes ice from the coils. Your AC should be dry in a couple of hours.Once the ice is gone
and your AC unit is dry, make sure you have a clean filter. Dirty filters can be a cause for ice build-
up. Look for the section above entitled, "The Portable Air Conditioner Will Not Cool the
Area".Problem #7: The Portable Air Conditioner is RattlingMore likely than not, the fan is hitting
or brushing up against coils or unit housing. Take the cabinet off and move the fan into its proper
place. Make sure the center screw is tight before putting the unit back together.



Messages For The Soul, “Priceless guide to portable A/C repair. I live on a boat in Florida and
the on board air conditioner died years ago. Since then, I have relied on several portable air
conditioner units to get me through the year - and they pretty much have to run year round. This
means that they don't last very long and I want to extend their life rather than replace them more
often. This guide to Portable Air Conditioner Repair has been a lifesaver and a wallet saver for
me. It has a ton of tips on maintaining and fixing an AC unit so that it lasts longer, as well as tips
for when it's time to replace.  A wonderful guide that I wish I had had years ago.”

Dave J, “Four Stars. You can never have too many good DIY books in your library”

Eddy Harrell, “Five Stars. good reading”

RogTos, “Thanks. Great product. Fast shipping. Just what I needed for the right price.”

The book by The Air Conditioner Guide has a rating of 5 out of 3.1. 11 people have provided
feedback.
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